
Aspect Social Helps Companies Do More Than Just Listen on Social Media 
 

 
Until recently, many contact centers have acted as a silent partner in social media interactions, 

monitoring conversations but seldom responding to what was being said.  As more customers 

turn to social networks for customer service response, it’s time for a new approach.  Where 

social media has largely been owned by marketing until this point, contact centers have the 

know-how, the people and the discipline to take constructive social action. 

Aspect Social has been designed from the ground up in recognition of the growing needs of 

contact centers to take the reins in social customer service. This cloud-based offering is 

purpose-built for the contact center with social engagements supported by Aspect's unified 

platform for interaction management and workforce optimization.  

Aspect Social identifies and prioritizes posts, routing them to the appropriate team where agents 

can provide answers within the originating social network. It provides the capability to align 

interactions that organizations have with customers on Facebook, Twitter blogs and on online 

communities with their overall customer contact operations. 

It incorporates intelligent social routing which takes skills, work group, case load and social ability 

into account to match the right agent to a social customer. Agent views are simplified with a 

single, prioritized queue. Unexpected events can be responded in real time by shifting 

assignments.  

Aspect Social also helps agents sort the wheat from the chaff. Intelligent filtering identifies implicit 

or explicit requests for help, enabling agents to bypass the many posts that do not require a 

response. It also keeps the staff fully engaged with the customer. Instead of answering an 

individual social post which often causes an isolated, disjointed response, the context of the social 

conversation is maintained, leading to real dialogue between the agent and the social customer. 

Aspect Social generates a view for every social interaction, displaying a complete threaded 

conversation.  

Aspect Social also directly addresses a major service disconnect. According to Martiz, a 

staggering 70% of Tweets to brands still go unanswered while research done by NYU reveals  

that 88% of customers are less likely to do business with companies who ignore their Twitter 

complaints. 

Companies also benefit from directing consumers to lower cost social channels where the 

customer can find answers with minimal effort. Aspect estimates that the businesses can provide 

effective social customer service with cost savings of 50% or more over traditional channels. 



With this new tool in place, agents are now empowered to use their expertise to deliver timely 

and relevant responses to inquiries or comments, as well as to proactively engage customers in 

anticipation of negative events such as power outages or travel delays. Aspect Social is part of 

a total solution for delivering an outstanding customer experience, enabling organizations to 

become active participants in perhaps the fastest growing channel that consumers today use to 

communicate.  


